
 

 

DEATH AND DYING: METAPHYSICS AND ETHICS 
PHILOSOPHY 339 

Fall 2011 
Instructor: J.S. Blumenthal-Barby 

Assistant Professor, Center for Medical Ethics and Health Policy 
Baylor College of Medicine 

Class times: TR: 10.50am-12.05pm.  
Class Location: HUMA 328 

Office hours:  By appointment. 
Email: jsswinde@bcm.edu 

 
 

 
 
Course Description: 
 
This course is organized around one large question: How are we to respond to the fact of death?  
This question leads to a host of other, more immediate questions, which this course will help you 
to think through.  Should we fear death as a harm?  Should we try to avoid it?  Or…should we 
welcome it? 
 
In order to answer these questions in a systematic fashion this course is organized around two 
main foci.  We will examine some of the moral issues that surround the deaths of persons.  For 
example, if I let someone die when I could have aided him am I as morally responsible for his 
death as I would have been had I actively killed him, by (say) injecting him with a poison?  Or 
am I only morally responsible for the deaths of those persons whom I actively kill?  Is it 
permissible to kill one person in order to save the lives of many more?  Do the dead have rights to 
their bodies or can we use their organs/tissues? 
 
We will also explore some of the metaphysical questions that surround death.  For example, is 
death really a harm?  If it isn’t, why should we be concerned when people we love die?  If it is a 
harm, why is this so?  Is it possible to harm someone after they are dead?  If not, why do we think 
that we are morally obligated to respect the wishes of the dead?   
 
This course will draw on readings from analytic philosophers, continental philosophers, and 
bioethicists.   



 

 

Required Texts: 
· Fred Feldman, Confrontations with the Reaper: A Philosophical Study of the Nature and 

Value of Death (Oxford University Press, 2002) PURCHASE ONLINE (e.g., Amazon)  
· Coursepack (online on owlspace.rice.edu) 

 
 
Grading: 
Attendance, Participation = 40% 
Two short papers = 30% (15% each) 
Final Exam = 30% 
 
Every component will be graded on a 100- point scale.  After calculating the final score based on 
the above weight scale, a final grade will be assigned based on the following: 
  
98-100:    A+  
94-97:    A  
91-93:    A-  
88-90:    B+  
84-87:    B  
81-83:    B-  
78-80:    C+  
74-77:    C  
71-73:    C-  
68-70:    D+  
64-67:    D  
61-63:    D-  
< or = 60:    F 
 
 
 
Assignments:  
Attendance, Participation:  Each day I ask you to come to class with a written question or 
criticism about the assigned reading.  I will collect these at the beginning of each class.  This will 
show me that you are here, you did the reading, and you started to think critically about it.   
You can miss two classes/question/criticism turn-ins.  After that it will start counting against your 
attendance/participation.  No late turn-ins will be accepted.  
 
√ = full credit (100%) 
√- = partial credit (70%) 
0= no credit (didn’t turn in, or really lame) 
 
 
Your question or criticism should refer to a specific part of the reading.  You should be prepared 
to talk about your question/criticism to the class.  Why did you think it was an important 
question?  What were you thinking about that led to that question?  If it is a criticism, how do you 
think that the author might respond to your criticism?  
 
In addition to these question/criticisms, you should make an attempt to participate in class 
discussions.  I am not measuring this in any objective way, but if you have a boarder line grade 
and have done a good job of participating in class discussions, this will work in your favor.   



 

 

 
 
Short Papers:  There are a total of 2 short papers.  These are to be ~4 pages long.  I will give you 
the assignment, but generally you will be asked to summarize one of the author’s major claims 
(not summarize the whole article), give the author’s reasons for that claim, and give your own 
evaluation of those reasons.   
 
Final Exam:  The final exam will consist of two essay questions.  I will give you some essay 
questions ahead of time, and of those two will appear on the exam.    
 
Late Assignments:   
All work is to be turned in at the beginning of class, the day that it is due. Late assignments will 
be deducted 10% for each day that they are late.  Due dates are listed in the schedule.  Note that 
no question/criticism turn-ins will be accepted late.   
 
 
Schedule: 
 
Week 1: 
8/23- Introduction and Euthanasia 
· Discussion of “The Trolley Problem”  
· In Class Video:  A Death of One’s Own (first 30 minutes)  

 
8/25- Euthanasia 
· In Class Video:  A Death of One’s Own (remaining hour)  
 

Week 2:  
8/30- Euthanasia 
· Rachels, James. “Active and Passive Euthanasia”  
· Callahan, Daniel. “Killing and Allowing to Die”  

 
9/1- Tools for Arguments Exercise 
· “A Handout On Arguments”  
· “Practice Exercises on Reconstructing and Evaluating Arguments”  

 
Week 3:   
9/6- Suicide  
· Feldman Chapter 13, sec “Three Arguments for the Immorality of Suicide,” pp. 211-219 

 
9/8- Definition and Criteria for Death 
· “Standards of Brain Death”  
· Benjamin, Martin “Pragmatism and the Definition of Death”  
· PAPER 1 ASSIGNED 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Week 4: 
9/13- No Class. Instructor away at conference.  
     
9/15- Definition and Criteria for Death 
· Feldman Chapter 4, “The Enigma of Death,” pp. 56-71 

 
Week 5: 
9/20-Survival of Death and Near Death Experiences 
· Kagan Lecture, “Arguments for the Existence of the Soul: Free Will and Near Death 

Experiences,” START at 16:19 listen until 48:02, audio on owlspace OR see 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CWVlorPM3rA 

· PAPER 1 DUE 
 
9/22- Response to the Fact of Death 
· In Class Video: Living with Dying (first half) 

 
Week 6:  
9/27- Response to the Fact of Death 
· In Class Video: Living with Dying (second half) 

 
9/29- Response to the Fact of Death 
· Nagel, Thomas. “Birth, Death, and the Meaning of Life” from The View From Nowhere 

 
Week 7: 
10/4- Response to the Fact of Death 
· Kagan Lecture, “How to Live Given the Certainty of Death” audio on owlspace OR see 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O8Hu465KL1w 
 
10/6- Response to the Fact of Death  
· Tolstoy, Leo. “The Death of Ivan Ilyich” (pp. 1-34, focus on pp. 20-34)  

 
Week 8:  
10/11- No Class. Fall Break.  
 
10/12- No Class. Instructor away at conference.   
 
Week 9: 
10/18- Response to the Fact of Death 
· Heinamaa, Sara. “Being towards Death” from Birth, Death, and Femininity: Philosophies 

of Embodiment  
· Clip, “Reactions to Heidegger’s Being and Time,” audio on owlspace OR see 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tRm6dElRZqQ 
  
10/20- Using Some to Save Others: The Ethics of Organ Allocation and Procurement  
· Veatch, Robert. “Gift or Salvage: The Two Models of Organ Procurement”  

 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Week 10: 
10/25-No Class. Instructor away at conference.  
 
10/27-Is Death Bad/A Harm For the One Who Dies?  
· Feldman Chapter 8, “Epicurus and the Evil of Death,” pp. 127-138 (Explaining the NO 

position (The Epicurean position) and beginning to explain a YES/HOW position: 
Intrinsic vs. Extrinsic Badness + Deprivation account)  
 

Week 11: 
11/1- Is Death Bad/A Harm For the One Who Dies?   
· Nagel, Thomas. “Death,” from The Metaphysics of Death (Explaining a YES/HOW 

position: Classic Deprivation account) 
 
11/3 - Is Death Bad/A Harm For the One Who Dies? 
· Silverstein, Harry. “The Evil of Death,” from The Metaphysics of Death (Explaining a 

YES/HOW position: Temporally Extended Person account) 
 
Week 12: 
11/8- The Ethics of Using Eggs, Sperm, and DNA from the Dead 
· “Case 21-2010: A Request for Retrieval of Oocytes from a 36-Year-Old Woman with 

Anoxic Brain Injury” 
· “Israeli Court Allows Family to Harvest Dead Daughters Eggs” On owlspace or 

http://abcnews.go.com/Health/israeli-family-permission-freeze-dead-daughters-
eggs/story?id=14272156 

 
11/10 – Can the Dead Be Harmed? 
· Pitcher, George. “The Misfortunes of the Dead,” from The Metaphysics of Death 

(Explaining a YES/HOW position: Ante Mortem vs. Post Mortem account) 
· PAPER 2 ASSIGNED 

 
Week 13: 
11/15 – Is it Morally Wrong to Kill People?  
· Feldman Chapter 10, “Utilitarianism, Victimism, and the Morality of Killing,” pp. 157-

172 and Feldman Chapter 11, “Why Killing Is Wrong,” ONLY pp. 185-190 
 

 11/17- Reading Break-In Class Video 
 
Week 14:   
11/22- The Ethics of Planning for One’s Death: Advance Directives  
· “Advance Directives Overview” 
· Ryan, Christopher James. “Betting Your Life: An Argument Against Certain Advance 

Directives” 
· Lutrell, Steven and Sommerville, Ann. “Limiting Risks by Curtailing Rights: A Response 

to Dr. Ryan”  
· Minnesota Health Care Directive 
· Texas Health Care Directive 
· PAPER 2 DUE 

 
11/24- No Class. Thanksgiving Break.  



 

 

 
Week 15:   
11/29- Course Re-Cap 
 
12/1- Review for Final Exam 
 
Week 16: 
(Exact date to be announced by Registrar: R 12/8 9am-noon on owlspace)    Final Exam 
 
 
Plagiarism:  You are expected to know and follow Rice’s policies on plagiarism and cheating.  
Do not do it!! If you plagiarize or cheat I reserve the right to fail you for the assignment and/or 
the course.  As a guideline:  do not copy text without using quotation marks and citing the author, 
do not paraphrase someone’s writing without acknowledgement, do not use someone’s ideas 
without acknowledgment, and work on your assignments alone! 


